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Abstract 
The work performed herein describes three proteins: Uracil DNA glycosylase 
(UDG) from Archaeoglobus fulgidus, MutY, and Endonuclease III (EndoIII) from 
Escherichia coli.  They are DNA repair glycosylases that contain [4Fe-4S] clusters.  While 
the catalytic mechanisms of many BER enzymes have been studied in detail, questions 
remain about how these enzymes search the vast amount of cellular DNA to find their 
substrates, and why some require a [4Fe-4S] cluster.  The iron-sulfur cluster is not 
necessary for catalysis, and it only displays a physiologically relevant midpoint potential 
when bound to DNA.  We have proposed that UDG, MutY, and EndoIII use their [4Fe-4S] 
clusters to participate in DNA-mediated charge transport (CT), and that these proteins 
mediate long-range electrochemical signaling in order to detect DNA damage. 
This scheme for DNA damage detection assumes that CT occurs efficiently 
between the DNA helix and the [4Fe-4S] cluster of the bound protein.  In order for efficient 
CT to occur, a pathway of amino acids must be present that facilitates CT between the 
DNA and the iron-sulfur cluster.  For each of the enzymes mentioned, this pathway was 
explored through mutagenesis.  In UDG, MutY, and EndoIII, several amino acids thought 
to be important for CT were mutated and the resulting proteins were characterized 
biochemically.  Their CT capabilities were analyzed by cyclic voltammetry on DNA-
modified electrodes.  In these experiments, the mutants’ signal intensities were quantified 
and compared to those of wild-type enzyme.  An attenuated signal relative to wild-type 
protein may indicate that the mutant is deficient in CT and that the targeted amino acid is 
part of the protein-DNA CT pathway in the native enzyme.  Many mutants were also 
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screened by enzymatic assays and circular dichroism spectroscopy to further 
characterize their DNA-binding properties and structural stability. 
The A. fulgidus UDG mutants examined, C17H, C85S, and C101S, all contained 
mutations in the cysteine residues that ligate the [4Fe-4S] cluster.  These mutants were 
designed to determine how the iron-sulfur cluster coordination environment affects protein-
DNA CT.  The mutants exhibited varying signal strengths relative to WT UDG on DNA-
modified electrodes.  C85S produced a weaker signal, indicating a CT deficiency.  The 
signal intensity from C101S was within error of that of WT, and the signal from C17H was 
larger than that of WT, possibly indicating that this mutant is less structurally stable than 
WT UDG. 
In E. coli MutY, position Y82 aligns with Y165 in MUTYH, a residue in which 
mutations have been found in many colorectal cancer patients.  To better understand the 
correlation between protein-DNA CT and colorectal cancer, the MutY mutants Y82C and 
Y82L were prepared and characterized.  Y82C exhibited a CT deficiency relative to WT 
MutY, whereas Y82L did not.  These data indicate that Y82 forms part of the CT pathway 
in native E. coli MutY, but that other long-chain amino acids, such as leucine, can also 
mediate CT efficiently at this position. 
Several different mutants of E. coli EndoIII were examined.  First, the Y82 position 
was targeted, since the aligning MUTYH residue has been found mutated in colorectal 
cancer patients and because this residue is located near the protein-DNA interface.  Five 
mutations were made at or near the Y82 position, and their cyclic voltammetry signals 
demonstrated that aromatic amino acids best mediate CT at this position.  Other residues 
towards the interior of the protein, Y75, Y55, and F30 were also mutated to alanines.  
 xiii 
These mutants exhibited CT deficiencies, implicating the residues as part of a potential 
CT pathway.  Residues W178 and Y185, located near the [4Fe-4S] cluster of EndoIII, were 
also mutated to alanines.  The resulting mutants produced larger signals than that of WT 
EndoIII.  These mutants were later shown by circular dichroism spectroscopy to be less 
stable structurally than WT EndoIII.  All of the mutants mentioned exhibited enzymatic 
properties similar to those of WT, suggesting that they are able to bind DNA and excise 
damage nucleobases as well as the native enzyme.  Several of these mutants were also used 
in a mutagenesis-based experiment to assay how EndoIII variants help MutY search for 
DNA lesions, although data from these experiments showed no significant differences in 
mutation rate between strains expressing different EndoIII variants. 
In total, the mutagenesis studies performed here helped determine the 
characteristics of BER enzymes that enable them to mediate DNA-protein CT.  All these 
enzymes must contain a stable, well-protected metallocluster that charge can access 
through a series of CT-facilitating amino acids.  In discovering several residues important 
for protein-DNA CT in UDG, MutY, and EndoIII, we have strengthened support for the 
hypothesis that these enzymes facilitate DNA-mediated CT in vivo.  These enzymes may in 
fact be part of a much larger array of redox-active DNA-binding proteins that communicate 
electrochemically to help each other detect and repair DNA lesions inside the cell. 
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